087100-H: DOOR HARDWARE (08710-H)

GENERAL

In general, follow the guidelines below when designing and specifying finish hardware. Unless specifically noted otherwise, these guidelines are not intended to restrict or replace professional judgment.

1. Finish hardware must comply with all current codes, which are listed in SID-F AND SID-F-H and with applicable ANSI/BHMA Standards.
2. In renovation projects, all hardware shall match the existing building standard, hardware manufacturer, model, keying, finish and style within the space. If building standard deviates from guidelines below, contact the Design Manager for direction.
3. No hardware, such as continuous hinge, shall cover the fire rating label on the door or frame. Labels are to be visible, or the new hardware is to be clearly marked with the rating of the door or frame.
4. Where removing existing hardware within rated door assemblies, holes remaining must be covered and/or filled with like material. No fire rated caulk or dissimilar fillers are permissible. Limit use of filling holes with screws, bolts, or plates to four or less, unless directed by the UMHHC Design Manager.

REQUIRED HARDWARE DESIGN MEETINGS

1. **Hardware Design Meetings**: A minimum of one Hardware Design Meeting must be held during the Design Phase (Design Development and/or Construction Documents) with the following mandatory attendees. On larger projects, or if significant design review comments are made, a follow up meeting should be required. Issues to be reviewed at the hardware design meeting(s) include functions desired by Departmental Staff and by Security, functions required by code, existing conditions, door protection options and complete sequence of operations for each door.
   a. Departmental Representatives
   b. UMHHC Project Design Manager
   c. UMHHC Project Design Electrical Engineer (if any electrical hardware is specified)
   d. UMHHC Security Services Representative
   e. Consulting Hardware Specification Writer
   f. Consulting Electrified Hardware/Automatic Doors Specification Writer
   g. Consulting Design Architect
   h. Consulting Design Electrical Engineer (if any electrical hardware is specified)
   i. UMHHC Maintenance Staff

2. **Keying Meeting**: UMHHC Security/Keying Staff will meet with UMHHC Departmental Representatives to develop master keying system and specifications.

3. **Punch-list / Final Adjustment Meeting**: Door hardware Punch-list / final adjustment / training meeting(s) are required with the following mandatory attendees:
   j. Departmental Representatives
   k. UMHHC Project Design Manager
   l. UMHHC Project Design Electrical Engineer (if any electrical hardware is specified)
   m. UMHHC Security Services Representative
   n. Consulting Hardware Specification Writer
   o. Consulting Electrified Hardware/Automatic Doors Specification Writer
   p. Consulting Design Architect
   q. Consulting Design Electrical Engineer (if any electrical hardware is specified)
   r. UMHHC Maintenance Staff
   s. Manufacturers Representative(s) for all products
CONSULTANT AND SPECIFICATION SUBMITTALS

1. Project Construction Documents should include the following requirements:
   a. Product Data: Manufacturer’s technical data for hardware specified.
   b. For all electrified hardware sets, a written detailed sequence of operations which is to be reviewed at the Hardware Design Meeting and included in the project Construction Documents. Note variations when power is lost and/or when fire alarm is active.
   c. For all electrified hardware sets, a detailed elevation drawing will be required showing door, hardware locations, and electrical systems.
   d. Electrified hardware specifications shall include the requirement for a wiring diagram fully coordinated with all systems including: Security Access Control, Auto Operators, Fire Alarm System, Intercom Systems and any others.
   e. Specify blocking, shims, and anchorage required for installing hardware and concealed within other construction before hardware installation. All blocking shall meet applicable codes.

HARDWARE DETAIL

1. Hinges: Provide Heavy Weight hinges. Provide Swing Clear hinges at Patient Room doors, Telecommunications Rooms and as required by program.
   a. Unless specified otherwise Furnish size 4-1/2” x 4-1/2” for doors 36” or under.
   b. Unless specified otherwise Furnish size 5” x 4-1/2” for doors over 36” wide.
   c. Furnish a minimum of 4 hinges for doors greater then 90” in height and less then or equal to 120” in height or for door widths greater then 42” wide.
   d. Furnish a minimum of 4 hinges, size 5” x 4-1/2” at lead lined doors.
   e. Provide non-ferrous hinges in areas where caustic elements exist: (high humidity areas, exterior installations, pool areas, etc.). Stainless steel base material standard; brass or bronze only where specified.
   f. Prison style hinges are not acceptable.
   g. Acceptable Manufacturers:
      i. Stanley
      ii. Hagar-Roton
      iii. Bommer
      iv. Ives

2. Continuous Gear Hinge: Avoid use at all locations except at aluminum exterior doors. Where required, do not provide pin and barrel hinges. Provide heavy duty model only.
   a. All aluminum exterior doors are to have aluminum hinges.
   b. Material formed from 6063 T6 aluminum alloy, anodized finish (cap on entire hinge painted if specified).
   c. Manufacture to template, uncut hinges non-handed, pinless assembly, three interlocking extrusions, full height of door and frame, lubricated polyacetal thrust bearing, fasteners 410 stainless steel plated and hardened.
   d. All hinge profiles to be manufactured to template bearing locations and “HD” Heavy Duty Lead Lined type.
   e. Use manufacturer’s standard fasteners.
   f. Furnish fire rated hinges “FR” at labeled opening.
   g. Acceptable Manufacturers
      i. Select Products Ltd. Heavy Duty LL for doors up to 1000 lbs.
      ii. Hagar-Roton Extra Heavy Duty LL
      iii. Ives Heavy Duty LL

3. Hinge Side Finger Guard: Typically provide at exam rooms or patient room doors requiring disrobing or privacy. Continuous hinges are not acceptable.
   a. Fingersafe MK1B is the design standard, color to be specified by UMH Interior Designer. Project Architect to specify appropriate length required.

4. Pivot Sets: Limit use to heavy doors (such as lead lined Radiology doors) and doors requiring bidirectional swing (such as single occupant toilet room doors). Provide heavy gage, load rated hardware.
   a. Provide intermediate pivot(s) as required.
   b. Stainless steel base material standard.
c. Provide fire rated pivots as required on labeled doors.
d. Provide appropriate closing device and peripherals as required.
e. To be surface mounted.
f. Acceptable Manufacturers:
   i. Rixson
   ii. Ives

5. **Flush Bolts:** For inactive leafs on storeroom doors, electrical closets, doors which don’t require paired egress. Provide without bottom bolt in high traffic, low security areas. Provide concealed, positive latch, automatic top flush bolts and auxiliary fire latch, where required by code. Provide rod extensions as required for manual flush bolts.
   a. Acceptable manufacturers:
      i. Rockwood
      ii. Ives
      iii. DCI

6. **Locksets and Latchsets:**
   a. Trim to match building standard, or Best Standard Lever Design #3H or equivalent.
   b. Provide strikes with extended lips where required to protect trim from being marred by latch bolt. Provide strike lips that do not project more than 1/8” beyond door frame trim at single doors and have 7/8” lip to center at pairs of 1-3/4” doors. Provide wrought box strikes on all locks and latches.
   c. At lead lined doors, supply lead wrapped cases.
   d. **Combination Keypad:** Use should be limited and reviewed with UMHHC Design Manager and Security Management. Keypad application is limited to areas that would normally have no lock required and where there is a minimal security risk of compromise to staff safety or to the area. This is due to the ease of compromise of the codes and limited monitoring and auditing capabilities inherent. Example of use: To separate patient waiting rooms and reception areas from the outpatient treatment corridors.
      i. Should be used as a stand alone keyless entry device.
      ii. Should be manually programmable stand alone battery powered lockset that allows keyless entry by individual or group codes from 3 to 8 digits.
      iii. Require a UMHHC key override, in addition to the programming and storing of up to 120 codes.
      iv. Programming should also include time functionality features such as auto unlocking and relocking.
      v. Battery replacement is required.
   e. **Mortise Type:** All locking functions to be reviewed with UMHHC Design Manager.
      i. Lock case shall be easily handed without chassis disassembly.
      ii. Lock case shall allow change of function without chassis disassembly.
      iii. Lock thumb turns shall meet ADA.
      iv. Lock trim shall be through-bolted to the door to assure correct alignment and proper operation. Thumb turns shall have “EZ” oversized thumb turn equal to IR-Schlage L583-363 at single occupancy toilets, changing rooms and other special needs.
      v. For communication closets, janitor closets, storage, mechanical and electrical rooms, specify the use of an ‘Apartment Entrance’ or equivalent function lockset. The definition of this function is: Latch-bolt retracted by lever from either side unless outside lever is locked by the key from inside. When locked, latch-bolt can be retracted by key outside or lever inside.
         1. Security Services will be responsible for managing the distribution of this higher level keying system.
   f. Acceptable Manufacturers of Mortise Locksets:
      1. Corbin Russwin ML2000
      2. Sargent 8200
      3. Schlage L9000
   g. Integrated cardreaders with mortise locksets are permissible if hardwired directly to the iSTAR panel and as authorized by UMHHC FPD Design Manager.
1. Acceptable Manufacturer:
   a. Schlage AD-300

f. Privacy Sets: Privacy sets requiring special tools for the outside emergency release will not be accepted. Match building standard.
   i. Single Occupant Toilet Room Locksets
      1. Inpatient room toilet room locksets shall be either a passage set or releasable by thumb turn from the outside for emergency access without the use of a key, coin, or tool. Confirm lock function with Design Manager and Nursing Representative.
      2. Outpatient clinic toilet room locksets shall be releasable by thumb turn from the outside for emergency access, without the use of a key, coin, or tool. A privacy indicator shall be provided.
      3. Public toilet room locksets shall be releasable from the outside by the use of a coin turn. A privacy indicator shall be provided.
      4. Staff toilet room locksets shall be releasable from the outside by the use of a coin turn. A privacy indicator shall be provided.
   5. Acceptable manufacturers for a Public or Staff toilet room Privacy Set:
      a. Sargent Indicator Lock w/ full escutcheon trim: 49-8265 LE1 L 32D
      b. Schlage L9056L X 03A X 626 X L583-363 X X09-611 (Request Occupied on indicator X XL12-196 (1-3/8 Length) Coin Turn
      c. Corbin Russwin Indicator Lock w/ full escutcheon trim: ML2068 x NSN x 626 x (Hand) x M19SN

   g. Heavy Duty Cylindrical Type: Cylindrical locksets are acceptable on small renovation projects within existing buildings which have existing cylindrical locks, as authorized by UMHHC FPD Design Manager. Typically match building standard.
      i. Provide rigid or Lost Motion trim as specified.
      ii. Trim to match existing; however knobs are not permitted.
      iii. Provide 2-3/4" backset, unless otherwise indicated.
      iv. Provide strikes with extended lips where required to protect trim from being marred by latch bolt. Provide strike lips that do not project more than 1/8" beyond doorframe trim at single doors and have 7/8" lip to center at pairs of 1-3/4" doors.
         Provide wrought box strikes on all locks and latches.
      v. Acceptable Manufacturers:
         1. Best 9K
         2. Sargent 11 Series
         3. Match building standard

   h. Electrified Mortise Lock Type: Provide electric locking or unlocking for high security and fire safety applications.
      i. To be UL Listed and rated for both fire and single point locking on labeled doors.
      ii. Always contain "Request to Exit" feature in electrified locks.
      iii. Specify fail safe or fail secure, upon loss of power, per code and application required.
      iv. Specify which side of door is secure. Request to exit (RTE) on egress side only or provide field programmable RTE.
      v. Acceptable Manufacturers:
         1. Corbin Russwin
         2. Sargent
         3. Schlage
         4. Best - 40H Series

   i. Hospital Latch Mortise Lock Type: Limit use. Provide only as required by function.
      i. Provide a minimum of 5" backset, unless otherwise specified.
      ii. Typically provide with mortise lock
      iii. Provide electrified as required by function
      iv. At lead lined doors, provide with lead wrapped lock case.
         1. Glynn-Johnson HL6-9000
         2. ABH Co. 6000 x Mortise Lock.

   j. Magnetic Lock Type: The use of magnetic locks should be minimized and must be approved by the UMHHC Design Manager.
7. **Aluminum Door Dead-latch**: Adams-Rite 4700 Series with Armor faceplate to suit door edge. Provide strike 4502 01 or as required to suit details. Backset shall be 1-1/2” unless door stile width requires narrower backset. Furnish handle 4568 with lockset.

8. **Aluminum Door Dead-lock**: Adams-Rite MS1850S series with Amor faceplate to suit door edge. Backset shall be 1-1/2” unless door stile width requires narrower backset. Furnish thumb turn cylinder inside. Furnish with Exit Indicator 4089.

9. **Padlock**: Case hardened steel shackle, 1” minimum shackle clearance height. Padlock will be keyed into building key system.
   - Acceptable manufacture:
     - Best B series or match building system.

10. **Roller Latches**:
    - Acceptable Manufacturers:
      - Ives RL30
      - Rockwood 591

11. **Electric Strike**: Electric strikes shall provide remote release of latch bolts. Limit use of electric strikes. Electrified Mortise Locksets are preferred.
    - Provide type as required for use with the type of locks shown at each opening where required.
    - UL Listed as Burglary Resistant Electric Door Strikes and, where required shall be UL listed as electric strikes for Fire Doors or Frames.
    - Faceplates shall be stainless steel with finish as specified for each opening. The locking components shall be stainless steel to resist damage and abuse.
    - Solenoids shall be of the continuous duty type for the voltage specified. Plug connectors will be furnished.
    - Strikes shall have an adjustable backbox to compensate for misalignment of door and frame.
    - Acceptable Manufacturers:
      - Von Duprin 6000 series
      - Folger Adams 300 series

12. **Electrified Hinges**: This type is to be specified by its electrical function. Specify for interior doors only and typically at all locations requiring access control. Do not specify continuous electrified hinges.
    - Provide same class and size as other hinges in the same set.
    - Coordinate voltage requirements with Electrical Drawings and Specifications.
    - Provide switch hinges having minimum of four wires. Coordinate number of wires required and currents to be carried on those wires.
    - Label that Hinge is electrified.
    - Do not use at non-retractable latch exit device locations.
    - Place electrified hinge in middle of door.

13. **Electric Power Transfer**: Use where concealed through wire hinges can not be used (such as where latch retraction is required), at doors receiving high abuse, high traffic and/ or high security, and at exterior doors.
    - Used to transfer power from door frame to edge of door.
    - Provide only UL listed product.
    - Provide type and size wire as required for application.
    - Acceptable Manufacturers:
      - Von Duprin EPT-10

14. **Armored Door Cords**: Should be avoided and limited to low traffic locations as approved by the UMHHC Design Manager. This is a surface applied cord which may pose vandal problem.
    - Used to transfer power from door frame to edge of door.
    - Provide type and size wire as required for application.
    - Acceptable Manufacturers:
      - Locknetics by Schlage
      - Any member of BHMA.

15. **Electric Power Supply**:
    - A separate power supply is typically only required at access control doors with electrified retractable latches or where the distance between the electrified door hardware and security panel is long.
    - Coordinate voltage requirements with UMHHC Security and Electrical staff.
c. Preferred Manufacturers:
   i. Securitron

16. Exit Devices:
   a. Provide rim mounted exit devices wherever possible.
   b. Provide recessed type exit devices for cross-corridor applications and where cart traffic is present except where exit devices are electrified.
   c. Exit devices with vertical rods should be specified less bottom rod (LBR) at most locations and should not be concealed type rods except where recessed type devices are used. This may require the use of hollow metal doors in some situations due to fire ratings.
   d. Do not specify lever trims at exterior doors.
   e. Field modify, to prevent dogging at access control doors or provide less dogging.
   f. Provide Request to Exit in crash bar when access control is provided.
   g. Exit devices shall be flat touchpad style, fabricated of brass, bronze, stainless steel, or aluminum, to match the balance of the door hardware.
   h. All exit devices shall incorporate a noise damper.
   i. Touchpad shall extend a minimum of one half of the door width.
   j. Only compression springs will be used in devices, latches, and outside trims or controls.
   k. Exit devices shall be UL listed panic exit hardware. All exit devices for fire rated openings shall be UL labeled fire exit hardware.
   l. Where Lever trim is used it shall be vandal-resistant type. Lever design to match lockset design.
   m. Acceptable Manufacturer:
      i. VonDuprin 99

17. Request to Exit
   a. Request to exit should be provided in exit device or mortise lock.
   b. Freestanding Request to Exit acceptable manufacturer:
      i. Bosch

18. Delayed Egress Exit Device:
   a. Field modify to prevent dogging or provide less dogging.
   b. Standard Delayed Egress Exit Alarm set to 15 seconds.
   c. Provide filtered regulated power supply terminated to fire alarm.
   d. Only one delayed egress device may be used in a means of egress.
   e. Acceptable Manufacturer:
      i. VonDuprin CX99/35A series

19. Keyswitch: Only provide where doors require ADA automation, where actuators are to be disabled after business hours.
   i. See *Division 087113-H, Auto Operated Doors (Including ICU Doors)* for model and additional guideline information.

20. Keyed Removable Mullion:
Use only as function requires.

21. Push and Pull Hardware:
   a. Push Plates: 6” x 16” x .050”. If stile widths are less than 8”, provide plate two inches less than stile width.
   b. Push Pull Units: 1” round straight hollow push bar - sized to the width of the door. Pull: 1” round straight hollow pull with 90 degree offset, 12” center to center. Attach top post of pull back to back with end of push bar. Attach bottom post of pull and hinge stile & end of push bar with 1” end caps.
   c. Offset Pull: 1” round straight hollow pull with 90 degree offset, 12” center to center.
   d. Straight Pull: 1” round straight hollow pull 12” center to center. Do not use straight pulls with key cylinders.
   e. Pull Plates: 7”ctc 3/4” round x 4” x 16” x .050”.
   f. Vandal Resistant Pulls: Stainless steel construction 0.120” thick.
   g. Acceptable Manufacturer:
      i. Ives
      ii. Rockwood

22. Rod/Latch Guard:
   a. IR-Von Duprin RG 27 x US32D
b. Rockwood BFRC x BFLG x req. size x 32D

23. **Coordinator – Frame Stop Mounted:** Coordinators should be avoided wherever possible. If astragals are required, use two piece astragals rather than overlapping astragals.
   a. Door coordinator shall prevent the active door from closing before inactive door.
   b. Stop mounted channel 1-5/8" x 5/8" steel tubing x length to suit door opening.
   c. Coordinator shall be UL listed.
   d. Furnish filler bars to fill gap between end of coordinator and inactive door frame.
   e. Furnish mounting brackets for all stop mounted hardware such as exit device strikes, door closer PA shoes, etc.
   f. Coordinators shall be prepared (cutout) at the factory for surface applied or concealed vertical rod panic devices if required.
   g. Gravity type coordinators will not be permitted.
   h. Provide carry bar where inactive leaf may open before active leaf.
      i. Ives: COR Series Bar Coordinator
      ii. Rockwood 1600
      iii. Door Controls Inc. 600 Series

24. **Rescue Set:** Limit use of rescue sets by swinging doors in the direction of egress wherever possible.
   a. Acceptable manufacturers of Double Active Pivot, stop and strike:
      i. Stanley
      ii. McKinney
      iii. Hagar-Roton

25. **Closers:** Specify only surface mounted door closers. Specify handing and mounting. Concealed closers are not permitted (including aluminum entrance doors). Mount closers on room side of doors. Never specify hold open closers on exterior building entrances or vestibules.
   a. Door closers shall have fully hydraulic, full rack and pinion action with a high strength cylinder.
   b. Hydraulic fluid shall be of a type requiring no seasonal closer adjustment.
   c. Spring power shall be continuously adjustable over the full range of closer sizes, and allow for reduced opening force for the physically handicapped. All closers shall have solid forged steel main arms and forged forearms for parallel arm closers.
   d. Where caustic elements exist; provide SRI Sprayed Rust Inhibitor on cast iron / steel parts which may rust.
   e. Furnish accessories such as drop plates, panel adapters, spacers and supports as required to correctly install door closers. State degree the of door swing in the hardware schedule.
   f. Provide delay action closer at doors used by patients or with cart traffic.
   g. Nurse Server Doors: LCN 1261R w/pa 689 is the design standard.
   h. Acceptable Manufacturers:
      i. LCN 4000 series

26. **Overhead Holders and Stops:**
   a. Track and arm: High-quality extruded brass or bronze and plated or polished to the finish specified. Stainless steel in caustic areas.
   b. Size as per manufacturer's selector chart.
   c. Surface mount overhead stops where scheduled.
   d. Provide thru-bolts when used on fire-rated wood doors.
   e. Acceptable Manufacturers of mechanical holders and stops:
      i. Glynn Johnson
      ii. Rockwood
      iii. ABH Co.
   f. Fire Door Holders: Wall mounted magnetic hold opens are preferred, unless aesthetics or existing conditions indicate otherwise. Coordinate links to fire alarm system.
      i. Acceptable Manufacturer of door/frame mounted fire door holder/closer:
         1. LCN Sentronic 4040 SE (electronics in track, not in closer)

27. **Door Frame Protection:** Subject to aesthetic and functional considerations, provide stainless steel, PVC or PVC-Free door frame protection.
b. Medium Abuse: Provide stainless steel full height frame wrap, ex: janitor, OR, soiled utility, storage, etc.
c. Heavy Abuse: Provide stainless steel full height frame wrap and/ or door frame guard, ex: radiology imaging, logistics, etc.

28. Door Frame Guard: Used at door requiring protection from wheeled equipment such as wheelchairs, gurneys, heavy food carts, hospital beds, etc. instead of or in addition to Heavy Abuse Protection above.
   a. Guards to be mounted 6" from finish floor.
   b. Guard and guard caps are to be stainless steel.
   c. Acceptable Manufacturers:
      i. Trimco – Z400 (DL34105) DFG-36.630 is design standard.

29. Kick & Armor Plates: Provide stainless steel, or PVC or PVC-Free plates to suit function, and aesthetics.
   a. Stainless steel minimum .050" thick.
   b. Dimensions: Width: 1-1/2" less than door width to which they are to be applied. Kick plate height: 10". Armor plates: 48" for non-labeled doors, unless scheduled otherwise.
   c. Armor plates on labeled doors shall comply with NFPA-80 2-4.5 and require to be labeled for plate heights greater than 16".
   d. Install kick plates and armor plates flush to bottom edge of door.
   e. Notch armor plates for lock or exit device trim or active case.
   f. When armor plate is used on doors with touch bar type exit devices, determine height of plate by measuring from bottom of door to 1" below bottom of touch bar, and notch for active case.
   g. Where glass or louvers prevent 10" height; supply plate with height equal to height of bottom rail less 2".
   h. Stainless steel kick-plates and Armor plates shall be drilled and counter sunk for oval head, counter sunk screws. Pan head not acceptable.

30. Trim Protector Bars: Provide stainless steel, or PVC or PVC-Free plates to suite function and aesthetics. Stainless steel trim protection:
   a. Rockwood R111LPB for locksets
   b. Rockwood R116 series for exit devices
   c. Rockwood HD2200 for special applications

31. Door Edgings: Provide stainless steel, or PVC or PVC-Free plates to suit function and aesthetics.
   a. Stainless steel mortise type, .050 inches thick, same height as armor plate, not cut out for hinges. If height interferes with lock or latch front or strikes, cut top of edging at bottom of front or strike. Make cutouts for bottom flush bolts. Provide for both hinge and latch edges.
   b. Acceptable Manufacturers:
      i. Rockwood

32. Wall Bumpers: Typically limit to private office locations. Always specify concealed blocking within wall.
   a. BHMA L02101. Wrought, forged, or cast, approximately 2-1/2" diameter, convex or concave rubber center, concealed fasteners.
   b. Products of any BHMA member are acceptable.
   c. Acceptable Manufacturers:
      i. Rockwood
      ii. Trimco
      iii. Ives WS407CCV

33. Wall Stops: Use at walls with doors in high traffic, patient or cart use areas. Mount at top of door. Always specify concealed blocking within wall.
   a. BHMA L12011 or L12021.
   b. Provide wall stops with threaded studs and expansion shields for masonry wall construction
   c. Length of stop to exceed projection of all other hardware.
   d. Acceptable Manufacturers:
i. Rockwood
ii. Trimco
iii. Ives

34. **Floor Stops:** The use of floor stops should be minimized, and must be authorized by Design Manager.

35. **Wall Holders:** The use of wall holders should be minimized.
   a. Furnish strike length to exceed projection of all other hardware.
   b. Wall holder must allow door to be held open at designed angle.
   c. Acceptable Manufacturers:
      i. Ives FS495
      ii. RPI

36. **Thresholds:**
   a. All exterior thresholds, saddle or panic type, shall be ADA Compliant, meeting the standards of the Americans with Disabilities Act ADAGG-1998 and ICC/ANSI A117.1-1998.
   b. Typically 5” wide with corners coped at jambs to extend the width of the face of the frame.
   c. Cope thresholds in front of mullions.
   d. Supply thresholds with Returned Closed Ends (RCE) at all locations where the heading edge of the Threshold extends beyond the face of the flush mounted frame or wall.
   e. All exterior thresholds shall have abrasive surface finish equal to National Guard Products “SIA” nickel/titanium alloy.
   f. Interior thresholds shall be mill finish aluminum unless otherwise specified.
   g. Furnish all thresholds with 10-14 Stainless Steel MS/LA fasteners.
   h. Acceptable manufacturer:
      i. NPG

37. **Door Sweeps:**
   a. Select a surface mounted door sweep to gasket on the bottom of the door when using the saddle type thresholds.
   b. Install the sweep on the exterior (pull side) of the door.
   c. Finish of the aluminum retainer is to be clear anodized or match door.
   d. Sweeps used on exterior doors shall have a rain drip as an integral part of the gasket retainer.
   e. Sweeps are to be furnished and install with Stainless Steel Sheet Metal Screws (SSSMS)
   f. Acceptable Manufacturer:
      i. NPG

38. **Weather-Stripping:**
   a. Install the following products on all three sides of the frame opening.
   b. Install the head section first, then the side jamb pieces.
   c. It is important to install this product prior to install any other door hardware with surface mounting brackets or strikes.
   d. Important note: This product will increase the height of the frame stop, thus affecting the position (template) for installation of surface mounted hardware and mounting brackets (door closers and rim strikes for exit devices).
   e. The aluminum retainer is to be clear anodized finish or match door.
   f. Gasketing is to be furnished and installed with Stainless Steel Sheet Metal Screws (SSSMS)
   g. Acceptable Manufacturer:
      i. NPG

39. **Meeting Stile Weather-Stripping:**
   a. The following item is furnished in sets.
   b. Install gaskets so that the gaskets lightly contact the opposing side.
   c. The parts should allow either door to be opened independently of the other while making firm contact to provide adequate air seals.
   d. Acceptable manufacturer:
      i. NPG

40. **Astragals, Overlapping Security:**
a. Overlapping astragals shall be Steel.
b. The metal shall be 3/32” thick x 1-5/8” wide, prepared for installation with #12 Steel Sheet Metal Screws (SSMS)
c. Acceptable manufacturer:
   i. NGP

41. Astragals, Acoustic:
   a. Overlapping type. Shall have closed cell sponge neoprene gaskets held in place with a clear anodized aluminum retainer.
   b. The astragal shall be furnished and installed with Stainless Steel Sheet Metal Screws (SSSMS)
      i. NGP

42. Acoustic Gaskets, Perimeter Sound Seals: Use around doors in patient care areas or where sound reduction is important.
   a. Acceptable manufacturer:
      i. NGP

43. Smoke and Draft Control Gasketing:
   b. Perimeter Seals:
      i. NGP 5020B
   c. Meeting Stile Astragal:
      i. NGP 600A x SSSMS
   d. Smoke Seals for doors with overlapping astragals:
      i. NGP 2525B

44. Fire and Smoke Seals:
   b. Perimeter Seals:
      i. NGP 5050B
   c. Meeting Stile Astragal Seals:
      i. NGP 9550
   d. Fire and Smoke Seals for doors with overlapping astragals:
      i. NGP 9550

45. Door Viewer:
   a. Permit 150-degree angle observance.
   b. Furnish Fire Rated type for UL listed doors
   c. Mount in compliance with ADA.
   d. Acceptable manufacturers:
      i. Ives
      ii. Rockwood

46. Latch Guard:
   a. Latch guard will protect the gap between door and frame at the latch-bolt location.
   b. No exposed fasteners on face of unit.
   c. Acceptable manufacturers:
      i. Ives
      ii. Rockwood

47. Door Position Switches:
   a. Typically provided by contractor.
   b. Coordinate voltage requirements with Electrical Drawings and Specifications.
   c. Concealed types are preferred.
   d. Acceptable Manufactures:
      i. GE Sentrol 1076 Series Recessed
      ii. GE Sentrol 2500 Series Surface Mount
      iii. Bosch

48. Automatic Door Bottoms:
   a. Surface: Where a door bottom is required at a fire door, provide UL approved door bottoms.
49. Fasteners:
   a. Furnish fasteners of the proper type, size, quantity and finish. Use machine screws and expansion shields for attaching hardware to concrete or masonry, and wall grip inserts at hollow wall construction. Furnish machine screws for attachment to reinforced hollow metal doors and frames and reinforced aluminum doors and frames. Furnish full thread wood screws for attachment to solid wood doors and frames. "TEK" type screws are not acceptable.
   b. Through bolts should not be used on reinforced metal doors or wood doors where blocking is specified.

50. Elevation and Wiring Drawings: The construction documents must include elevation and wiring drawings as a required submittal and must coordinate with the written detailed sequence of operations.
   a. Submit elevation drawing showing relationship of all electrical and pneumatic hardware components to door and frame. Indicate number and gage of wires required. Indicate size of air tubing required. Indicate PSI requirements.
   b. Submit wiring drawing showing point to point wire hook up for all components.
   c. Submit drawing showing point to point hookup of air tubing for all components.
   d. Submit system operations descriptions for each type of opening; describe each possible condition.
   e. Submit system operation description as part of the original hardware schedule submittal. Failure to include will result in the schedule being returned not reviewed and not approved.

51. Finishes: For projects in existing buildings, match building standard finish unless directed by Design Manager
   d. Exit device touch-bars, push/pull bars, pull, push plates, kick plates, overhead holders and stops and wrought bumpers, Dull Stainless Steel, US32D / BHMA 630.
   g. Closers: Powder coated finish, color Aluminum BHMA 689.
   h. Thresholds: Mill finish Aluminum.

52. Cylinders Key Control and Keying: Keying and master keying shall be coordinated by UMHHC Security Services.
   a. Cylinders:
      i. Type: Mortise, or rim-type key system supervisor or designee with required tail piece as required by function of locking device.
      ii. Solid riveted tail piece, no screw in tailpiece.
      iii. Construct lock cylinder parts from brass/bronze, stainless steel or nickel silver.
      iv. Provide solid machined cylinder rings with tension spring to resist wrenching of cylinder. Length, finish and size as required for correct operation of lockset.
   b. Specification manuals to indicate that all hardware capable of being locked, is to be supplied with its compatible, uncombined cylinder key cores.
   c. Cores for SFIC (Small Format Interchangeable Core) – Keyways must be Best 7 pin.
   d. Contractor to provide uncombined key cores and deliver them to UMHHC Security Services immediately upon hardware delivery. Attach transmittal containing project name and RTN with deliverables.
   e. Key systems supervisor shall coordinate with UMHHC Design Manager to determine the course of action for new core pinning.
   f. All hardware capable of being locked is to be furnished and installed. Installation of temporary construction cores for all necessary doors shall be coordinated with and performed by UMHHC Locksmith, allowing access for UMHHC Security and other essential personnel.
   g. UMHHC Locksmith is to remove temporary construction cores and install permanent combined cores, typically prior to Activation.
   h. Acceptable core manufacturers:
i. Best